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Abstract

Understanding the pathway to the development of visual attention and the role

of vision in object name learning during infancy have been one of the focus of de-

velopmental studies over the years. Head cameras have been increasingly used in

such studies as they provide a unique source of information about child’s momentary

visual experiences by approximating child’s visual field and may yield new insights

into what factors generate attention in infants. However, frame by frame analysis of

such videos is cumbersome and time consuming and several parameters that impact

child’s visual attention such as constant motion of camera cannot be assessed by

human analysis.

In this thesis, we propose computer vision tools to help developmental scientists

perform automated, fast and accurate analysis on videos collected from child-parent

tabletop toy play. The computer vision tools in this thesis are used to further our

understanding of the development of visual attention in children on objects and

gestures. In the first stage of this thesis, we propose a semi-automated method for

object segmentation in child’s egocentric videos. The method is applied to large

volume of videos and obtain binary masks of toy objects that are being used during

child-parent toy play. Afterwards, the object masks are used to study how much of

the time children visually attend to objects at progressive ages and the location of

objects within their visual field. In the second stage, we propose an automated tool

for analysis of motion patterns and parent’s gestures in videos that are collected from

child-parent toy play from third perspective and eye bird view. The proposed method

employs an unsupervised clustering approach for clustering the videos into multiple

groups by extracting dense trajectories from image sequences and using k-means
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clustering. Each motion group is further explored to study potential correlations of

motion patterns in parent’s gestures with object saliency in child’s visual field.

The proposed methods in this thesis, enable developmental scientists to explore

unknown patterns in the development of child’s visual by performing automated and

accurate analysis on videos of child-parent toy play obtained from multiple views.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Visual attention and object name learning

Over the years, observational and developmental studies have made great progress in

understanding the development of visual attention and object name learning during

infancy. Developmental scientists have used experimental setups where a parent and

child play with toy objects naturally while the parent say the names of the objects

synchronously. These natural infant-parent interactions are collected and recorded

from multiple cameras and is further explored for studying the factors that generate

attention in infants and may potentially guide the infant’s attention toward the

object.

Attention is a process by which a subset of information is selected from available

information in the environment. Visual attention is studied in terms of what is being
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observed by eyes and what is present in the visual field. In particular, advancement

of technology such as wearable head cameras provides unique opportunities for re-

searchers to explore the child’s visual attention by recording their momentary visual

experiences from their own perspective. Head cameras approximate an important

portion of the infant’s visual field in front of them and allows researchers to study

visual attention in infants by looking at properties of the infant’s view in terms of

the objects that are present in the view.

1.2 Contribution of head cameras

Head cameras are installed on an infant’s forehead to record his/her visual input

while the infant is engaged in activities with social partner. The unique contribution

of the head camera derives from the fact that it captures the relevant aspects of the

visual environment for the learner that directly makes contact with her sensors, a

moving region that changes in perspective, depth of field, and contents as the child’s

body, posture and activities change moment to moment and over time. Although,

the head cameras cannot cover the entire field of view of a child, they still capture

the most important segment of the data [31]. Figure 1.1.a shows an images collected

from head camera on an infant’s head where the parent is playing with ”bunny” as

well as an image that is collected from camera recording the child-parent interaction

from the third perspective.

Developmental studies based on head cameras have revealed significant differences

between a child’s view and an adult’s view. As a result, studying the third person
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: (a) The Child’s egocentric view (b) Head camera mounted on a child’s
head to capture his visual experiences while interacting with the parent

perspective or the social partner’s point of view may be missing the most significant

visual information to a young child’s learning [46, 9]. For example the parent’s view

contains more faces and is broader while the child’s view is more narrowly focused

on one object [34, 33]. Thus, the child’s perspective provides unique information of

the actively engaged cognitive system.

Head cameras have been increasingly employed in the developmental studies to

explore what the infant attends to at various stages of development [31, 45, 27].

Although head cameras have been used to record the infant’s visual experiences,

head mounted wearable eye gaze trackers collect the infant’s eye gaze during the

interaction with a social partner to see where the infant is looking at within their

visual field. As a result, eye gaze data can be used to measure the child’s visual

focus of attention within the visual field. As can be seen in figure 1.1.a the pink
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Figure 1.2: Parent’s view is much broader compared to the child’s view

point shows infant’s eye gaze that is obtained from the eye gaze tracker on the

infant’s head. The pink point shows where the infant is looking at within their

visual field. In figure 1.1.a this pink point is on ”Bunny” which indicates that the

infant is looking at ”Bunny”. Eye gaze point tracking helps to understand which

object is under the child’s focus among all objects that are present in his/her visual

field and competing for his/her visual attention. Particularly in the studies on the

development of visual attention on the goal directed gestures, eye gaze is used to

study whether the infant is attending to object or gesture. Thus, head cameras and

eye gaze trackers provide two important sources of information in understanding the

visual system development during infancy and what factors are shaping child’s visual

attention at various stages of the development.
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1.3 Development of visual attention on objects in

infants

Visual object recognition and word associations during infancy have been actively

researched to understand the development of visual system using head cameras. How

children visually search and select objects, what stimuli direct their eye gaze among

several objects competing for attention, how children reach for the desired object and

assign name to that object are determined and impacted by several factors including

the development of sensory motor,verbal and non-verbal motion cues made by social

partner and social cues such as parent’s face [32].

Development of child’s visual attention on objects is an important area actively

being researched in the context of object name learning. Previous developmental

research demonstrates that infants tend to make views that contain a single object.

Infants may engage their eyes, head, hand and body differently at various stages of

the development to make an effective view of objects and associate a name with that

object. Developmental studies suggest those moments where a large single object is

present in child’s view as optimal moments for object name learning. Infants reduce

ambiguity in their visual field by removing the competing objects from their view and

fixate their attention on the referent object. Therefore, understanding the properties

of those moments is very important.
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1.4 Development of visual attention on gestures

in infants

On the other hand, goal directed gestures are used to engage the infant’s attention

and guide her eye gaze toward the referent object. The set of actions that are

performed during communication provide children with significant information about

their social partner, objects and events [15, 42, 13, 8, 24]. Although parents perform

various gestures when playing with toy objects to engage the infant’s attention,

it is still unknown to researchers which gesture generate attention. Gestures are

categorized differently by adults and a specific gesture may be performed differently

among parents and still be perceived as the same gesture in terms of intention and

meaning. However, it is hard for the researchers in the developmental science to

study motion patterns and small movements in gestures that may generate attention

in infants based on human observation and analysis.

1.5 Challenges and motivations of the study

Studying the development of visual attention on objects and gestures have been

mainly based on human observations and analysis so far. Developmental scientists

observe the videos and extract the information frame by frame. This process is cum-

bersome and time consuming and might lead to inaccurate analysis if humans miss

recording information during analysis. Furthermore, many factors are not consid-

ered in the analysis as those factors can not be estimated manually. For example, in
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studying infant’s egocentric view, the camera is in constant motion. The motion of

camera is generated by infant’s head movements and is involved with his/her atten-

tion which is not included in the human analysis. Current data analysis simplify the

studies by documenting if an object is in the child’s view, the object’s approximate

location and if infant’s eye gaze hits that object. They partition the visual field of

the child and perform analysis based on if an object is present in the center of his/her

view or in the periphery of his/her visual field. Furthermore, human analysis is im-

pacted by the developed cognitive system of an adult and prior knowledge they have

about objects, actions and activities occurring during the infant-parent interactions.

Computer vision methods have been emerging in this field, to further the studies

by proposing fast and accurate models. Automated methods process information in a

bottom up approach and analyze the information in videos and images up to the pixel

level. As a result, computer vision and machine learning methods allow researchers

to perform an independent and objective analysis on the videos which is not biased

by prior knowledge about objects or events. These analysis help the researchers to

explore the hypothesis raised by developmental scientists and may reveal unknown

patterns in the development of visual attention of infants on objects and gestures.

Computer vision methods speed up the processing of videos and enable researchers

to investigate a large number of videos for more reliable findings and analysis.

Analysis of objects in the child’s egocentric view and parent’s gestures in terms of

motion and movement patterns are complex problems particularly in the context of

infant-parent interactions. The source of motion generation is different from the goal

of visual attention. Motion is generated due to parent’s hand activities and body
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movement. Furthermore, the infant is generating large motion that impacts his/her

visual attention. The motion that is generated by body parts particularly in younger

infants who have less control on their body movements, shape their view and what

objects are present in their view. Investigating the small movements and motion

patterns and exploring their correlation with child’s visual attention is a difficult

task by using human analysis particularly for a large number of videos.

Computer vision methods enable developmental scientists to further their studies

on the development of child’s visual attention as they can capture small motion pat-

terns. that generate visual attentions. These motion patterns are hard to recognize

by human eyes. Automated methods also enable easier, faster and more accurate

analysis of objects and motion patterns in videos obtained from multiple views.

1.6 The purpose of this study

In this thesis, we propose automated computer vision methods to provide tools for

researchers in developmental studies for exploring two important areas including

development of visual attention on object and parent’s gestures during infancy. We

aim to employ these methods to answer:

1- How much of the time the referent object is present in infant’s view at pro-

gressive ages and where the location of object is within infant’s visual field?

2- Which parent’s gestures, movements and motions generate visual attention in

infants?
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To answer the first question, we propose a semi-automated method for segmen-

tation of referent objects in the child’s egocentric view. The proposed method will

take video frames as input and provide a binary mask for the referent object as

it is moving through subsequent frames. Using the obtained binary masks of ob-

jects we build heat maps of objects and explore objects occurrences and coverage

in the child’s view. The semi-automated method asks user to mark the boundary

of the referent object using a few points. The user seeds are employed and fed into

an iterative graph cut method for background separation. The method builds two

Gaussian mixture models for background and foreground. The models are stored

as the ground truth data for evaluation of the object mask in next frames. Opti-

cal flow is computed between the current frame and the next frame to estimate the

translation of the object to the next frame. The predicted mask based on optical

flows is further processed for refinement of the mask and to maintain accuracy up

to a desired level. The final mask of object is passed through several evaluations

by comparing the mask model to key models stored from the user input frames and

in case of failure the method prompts for user annotation again. We will explain

the method in details in chapter 3. To explore the answer to the second question

in this thesis, we propose an approach which uses dense trajectories to represent

motion in image sequences, and cluster videos into motion groups using a hierarchi-

cal unsupervised clustering of trajectories. Motion clusters are further processed in

terms of motion direction, magnitude, variance of motion in X and Y direction. We

apply object segmentation on the infant’s egocentric frames that fall in each motion

clusters to study the correlation between motion patterns and object visual saliency
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in the child’s visual field. The method enables researchers to investigate motions

occurring in image frames over multiple lengths and explore object visual saliency

in the child’s view for those clusters by computing the motion characteristic in the

clusters. We explain the approach in more detail in chapter 4.

1.7 Contribution

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• We discuss the applications of computer vision in two actively researched top-

ics in the developmental studies and advantages of using automated analysis

for discovering unknown patterns and performing an objective evaluation and

analysis on the videos obtained from child-parent interactions

• We propose a semi-automated method which enables the human coders to

annotate the desired objects fast and accurately. The proposed method takes

into account several challenges that occur in the infant’s egocentric videos from

computer vision perspective

• We evaluate and apply the method on a large number of videos and explore

object coverage and occurrence in those videos by building heat maps from the

object segmentations

• We propose an automated tool for analysis of motion in videos which enables

researchers to do bottom up, independent analysis on gestures for furthering

their research on the development of visual attention in infants
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• We use dense trajectories to represent motion patterns and discuss the advan-

tages of performing an automated motion analysis in a complicated context

such as infant-parent interactions

• We apply the proposed methods to the videos that are obtained from children

at progressive ages from 6 months old up to 18 months old. The videos contain

various gestures performed by parents and are captured from multiple cameras

at multiple perspectives.

1.8 Thesis Overview

The organization of the remainder of this dissertation is as follows. We describe

the experimental room and the data collection process for each stages of the thesis

in chapter 2. We explain the first problem in chapter 3 in three steps. We first

discuss the related work for object segmentation in the child’s egocentric view. We

explain the proposed semi-automated method for object segmentation. Afterwards

we evaluate the method and present the results for the first experiment. In chap-

ter 4 we present the relevant previous studies for automated analysis of motion in

infant-parent interactions. We explain the unsupervised clustering approach and the

automated tool in details. We present the results and discuss the application of the

method in the developmental science. Chapter 5 is dedicated for highlighting the fu-

ture work for furthering the research. We finally summarize and conclude the thesis

in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Material

We explore a controlled environment where a child and parent are playing naturally

with several toy objects on top of a table in a closed room. We collect videos from

child-parent interactions while the parent is playing with multiple objects. The

parent is asked to play with several toys as naturally as possible. Parents play with

toys one by one and say the names of the objects synchronously. Every 40 seconds

verbal cues are repeated about object names. Parents totally play with 8 different

objects which takes 40 seconds for each object. We remove the trials where the

object is transparent. Multiple objects might be sitting on the table or present in

the child’s view.

Parent and infant are sitting adjacent to each other wearing the head cameras.

Head camera on child’s head equipped with a head mounted wearable eye gaze

tracker. Head camera approximate the view of the child while eye gaze tracker

records where the child is looking at within the visual field. Head camera records
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child’s visual field while she/he is playing with the toy objects. The objects used in

this study are single colored toys of different sizes and shapes. They include bunny,

cookie, cup, carrot and car. To simplify the automated segmentation of objects, the

background is covered in white or black. Each recording session lasts approximately

5 minutes. Videos obtained for each session are broken into approximately 9500

image frames with the resolution of 640*480 pixels. We collect videos for infants at

progressive ages including 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 months old infants. We annotate the

objects that are dominant in the child’s view manually and provide a binary mask for

the referent object and use the resulting data as the ground truth data for evaluation

of the segmentation method. The following figures show the room setup as well as

two views captured from the child’s head camera when the parent is playing with

car and cup.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Two different views from the child’s head camera

The parent plays with objects and interacts with the child. Human coders catego-

rize several parent’s gestures in videos such as shaking ”Bunny” or looming ”Cookie”.

13



There are totally seven gestures classified by the human coders in our videos includ-

ing shaking, deictic, moving up, moving down, symbolic, looming and other gesture

(sh, d, up, dn, s, l, o). The time in videos when a gesture begins and ends are coded

as well as if the infant’s eye gaze hits that gesture or the referent object. Expert

coders also code what referent objects are in the child’s view when the gesture is

occurring.

The infant-parent table top toy play is recorded from two static IP cameras from

top and third views in addition to child’s head camera. We use the videos obtained

from third person view and bird eye view (top view) to study motion patterns in

parent’s gestures.
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Figure 2.2: The experimental room from four views. Top right corner shows the
child’s egocentric view. Bottom right view is the egocentric view of the parent. Top
left view is captured from a third perspective using a static IP camera. Bottom left
view is recorded by a IP camera from top. Top and third views allow us to capture
various movements in the parent’s gestures.
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Chapter 3

Object segmentation in infant’s

egocentric view

In this section we explain the developed approach for the automated segmentation

of objects observed from the child’s egocentric view. We review the relevant work for

object extraction from the egocentric view of a child when she/he is playing with a

parent. We present the challenges from computer vision perspective. Afterwards, we

will explain our proposed method for obtaining object masks for the referent object

in the infant’s view. Finally we present the results and the evaluations of the method

and discuss its application in studying the development of visual attention in infant’s

egocentric view.
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3.1 Related work: Object recognition and seg-

mentation in infant’s egocentric view

Researchers have been actively studying characteristics of the objects in the infant’s

egocentric view to understand the development of visual attention on those objects

and how those objects play a role in structuring and stabilizing embodied attention

[2, 47]. In [44, 43]. They explore the infant’s view in terms of dominant objects and

compute the size and dominancy of objects. They discuss that the child’s egocentric

videos consist of highly selective views with a single dominant object. Most of these

research works have been mainly based on human analysis and observations rather

than automated processing of videos.

Computer vision methods have been emerging recently to provide automated

tools for analysis and studying the videos obtained from child-parent interactions.

There have been a limited number of methods presented for object segmentation in

egocentric videos. Automated methods proposed for object segmentation in infant’s

egocentric videos usually reduce the complexity of the problem by constraining the

experimental environment, for example, covering the background with white material

and using single color objects that have high contrast from the white background

and can be segmented easily by simple thresholding [14]. Yet, rapid head turns

and object occlusion due to child holding of objects complicate the segmentation

problem. In [27], they perform object segmentation in egocentric videos of infants

and investigate the distribution and temporal dynamics of dominant objects in the

child’s view during a natural toy play to study object perception. They use computer
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vision methods for segmentation of objects in the child’s view. In the first step of

their method, they use a thresholding approach to separate the background from

object. Since they cover background with white fabric which includes walls, the floor

and the table top, they simply treat close-to-white pixels in image as background.

This will remove small portion of objects with light reflection. In the second step

they break remaining non-background pixels into blobs. Finally they use a Gaussian

mixture models to pre-train a model for each object for object detection.

In [1] they present developmental learning on a humanoid robot from human

robot interaction. They consider in particular teaching humanoids as children. They

use a geometric hashing and compute invariants from model images and store them

in hash maps. Recognition consist of assessing and counting the contents of hash

buckets. An adaptive hash table was implemented to store affine color, luminance

and shape invariant which are view invariant.

There have been several automated methods proposed for object segmentation in

egocentric view [20, 29, 11, 7]. The camera wearer is however an adult and usually

the camera wearer is the only person that interacts with objects. They process the

videos aimed at activity recognition in a cluttered background. In the context of

child-parent interaction, the object is held and played not only by the infant but

also by the parent and the change of view and motion is larger. Object occlusion

occurs more frequently. As a result, such methods are not applicable to the infant’s

egocentric view for object segmentations. On the other hand, most of the previous

works simplify the experiment and use prior knowledge about objects when training

a model.
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We propose a semi-automated method which initially takes user input for the de-

sired object. The method builds Gaussian mixture models for object and background

and store their characteristics as key models and ground truth data for evaluation

of the predicted mask of the same object. While many previous models train their

models for specific object, the proposed method is able to build object model by

taking a few points from user on the boundary of object. We also propose methods

for mask refinement and evaluation of the mask to reduce the number of interactions

with user for object segmentation. The method uses optical flow to estimate the

object mask movements and employs an iterative graph cut segmentation approach

for background separation rather than using simple thresholding where object pixels

might be removed. As a result, the accuracy of the proposed object segmentation

method is close to the manual segmentation of objects provided by human coders.

3.2 Object segmentation challenges in infant’s ego-

centric view

Egocentric video is an emerging source of data and information, the processing of

which poses many challenges from a computer vision perspective. Specifically, the

egocentric camera, (here, the head camera) is in constant motion, rendering the rel-

ative motion between objects and background more spurious than that from a fixed

camera. Extracting objects from egocentric videos is a very challenging computer

vision problem as the camera is in constant motion. Particularly, when the camera

wearer is an infant, the view is very dynamic and unfocused and object properties
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may dramatically change. The random focus of a child causes the objects to con-

stantly move in and out of the view and appear in different sizes and shapes. The

infant’s egocentric videos contain her/his hands, which often occlude the object. Ex-

amples of such views are shown in figure 3.2 (a,b and c). In addition, if the child looks

towards a light source, the illumination of the entire scene appears very different, as

shown in figure 3.2 (d).

3.3 Semi-automated segmentation of moving ob-

jects

We propose a semi-automated method for segmentation of moving objects in egocen-

tric video data which provides a binary mask for the desired object while the object

is present in the view as the dominant item. User initially annotate boundaries of

the object the first time it appears in child’s view. The method then continues to

segment the object automatically in future frames. Once child switch her/his focus

between objects, user can restart the program to input manual annotation of the

new object which becomes dominant.

The proposed segmentation method mainly consists of three steps. In the first

step user annotate object for background separation. See figure 3.3. User seed points

on the boundaries of the object are used for modeling the object and background.

Indeed, a graph based segmentation algorithm [4, 5] takes user seeds and calculates

Gaussian mixture models of object and background and save the models for later
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processing and evaluations (Sec 3.3.1) and the corresponding frame is kept in the list

of key frames. We will refer to this list as KeyFrame Pool. The output of the first

step is an initial binary mask of object which is used for estimation of location of

object in next frame.

In the second step, we compute optical flow [16] between the next frame and cur-

rent one for estimation of object movement and prediction of object segmentation.

The object mask that is obtained in this step needs to be more processed for refine-

ment (Sec 3.3.2) and noise reduction. In the final step, the obtained segmentation

result is compared to the ground truth data stored in the previous key frames and

evaluated using a confidence test (Sec 3.3.3). If object features change significantly

comparing to previous object models, the method is restarted and new user input is

requested to maintain accuracy. Otherwise, the method goes back to the second step

and continues the automatic segmentation by computing optical flows from frame to

frame. The flow diagram for the proposed method is shown in figure 3.4.

3.3.1 Initialization, User Input and Object Model

We initialize the segmentation algorithm by taking the seed for the object from

the user. We then use an iterative Graph-Cut [4] based segmentation approach to

segment the desired object. Given that we work with opaque objects, this method

suits well to our requirement of accuracy. The algorithm calculates the minimum cut

of the graph whose nodes are each of the pixels to label as background or foreground.

Each of the nodes (pixels) are given a foreground fi and background prior bi. For
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the initial frame, this prior is calculated from the user seed, and for each subsequent

frame the prior is calculated from the model of the foreground and background of

the previous frame. In our approach we use a Multivariate Gaussian Mixture Model

(GMM) of the RGB components in the image, as our model for the object as well as

the background.

Along with the prior term we use a normalized smoothness cost term Sij , which

is a penalty term if two adjacent pixels have different assignments. As mentioned

in [4], a normalized gradient magnitude obtained from the sobel operator is used

for the same. We run the Graph-Cut algorithm [4] iteratively until the number of

changes in the pixel assignments between two consecutive iterations falls below a

certain acceptable threshold. The Multivariate GMM is updated in each iteration

using k-means clustering. See algorithm 1 for overview of the method. The method

uses the priors from previous steps based on object mask and calculate object models

using k-means clustering in CalcLogPLikelihood function. The results are fed into

Graphcut function for background separation. In each iteration previous labels and

current labels are checked based on diffThreshold. If the difference of those labels

are small or maximum number of iterations is reached maxIterations the method

stops and final labels are stored. The mask along with the Multivariate GMM define

the combined model of the object and are the starting point of the prediction of the

mask for the next frame.

Listing 3.1: Algorithm 1

bgMean = [ ] ;
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fgMean = [ ] ;

for i t e r =1: maxIte rat ions

i t e r ;

bgIds = find ( prevLabel == 1) ;

f g I d s = find ( prevLabel == 0) ;

bgMeanInit = bgMean ;

fgMeanInit = fgMean ;

[ bgLogPL fgLogPL bgMean fgMean ] = CalcLogPLikel ihood ( im , K

, bgIds , f g Ids , bgMeanInit , fgMeanInit ) ;

fgLogPL ( fixedBG ) = max(max( fgLogPL ) ) ;

dc = cat (3 , bgLogPL , fgLogPL ) ;

graphHandle = GraphCut ( ’ open ’ , dc , sc , vC , hC) ;

graphHandle = GraphCut ( ’ s e t ’ , graphHandle , in t32 ( prevLabel

== 0) ) ;

[ graphHandle currLabe l ] = GraphCut ( ’ expand ’ , graphHandle ) ;

currLabe l = 1 − currLabe l ;

GraphCut ( ’ c l o s e ’ , graphHandle ) ;

i f nnz( prevLabel ( : ) ˜=currLabe l ( : ) ) < d i f f T h r e s h o l d ∗numel (

currLabe l )

break ;
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end

prevLabel = currLabe l ;

end

f i n a l L a b e l = currLabe l ;

3.3.2 Segmentation Prediction for Next Frame

We begin our prediction with the calculation of the dense optical flow between the

previous frame and the current frame. Since the two frames are consecutive frames of

an egocentric video, we can assume there isn’t a drastic change in the characteristics

of the foreground or the background. Using optical flow we predict pixel to pixel

translation of the mask. This initial calculation provides a starting estimate of the

mask.

(x, y)CurrentMask = (x, y)PreviousMask + v(x, y)

(x, y) ∈ Pixel Coordinates of Foreground ,

v(x, y) = Optical F low of P ixel(x, y) (3.1)

A lot of refinement in this mask is required to maintain the accuracy for the

following reasons. Firstly, the pixel to pixel transformation using optical flow is not

a one to one but a many to one transformation, i.e., many pixels in the previous
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frame may get translated to the same pixel in the current frame. Secondly, if part of

the object is just entering the frame from one of the boundaries, optical flow by itself

cannot predict if the boundary pixels belongs to the object or not. Lastly, under

occlusion, as is the case in many frames when the mother is holding the object or the

child’s hands are interacting with the object, flow estimates the mask fairly well at

the onset of occlusion but fails to recover the object once the occlusion has subsided

thus leading to severe under segmentation.

To refine this initial estimate of the mask, we define a region of uncertainty

around this initial estimate of the mask, both inwards and outwards from the mask.

If the object happens to be near one of the edges of the frame, we define areas along

the right, left, top, or bottom edges as part of the uncertain region based on the

average flow of the object as well as the local spatial distribution of the object near

the edges.We then input this unlabeled, uncertain region into the earlier Graph-Cut

stage to label these uncertain pixels as either foreground or background. This helps

in obtaining a more accurate, refined segmentation mask.

This segmentation result is now compared against the learnt ground truth from

the user stored in the active learning KeyFrame Pool based on a confidence test (ex-

plained in the next section) . If the segmentation result is accepted by the confidence

test, we then go on to predict the mask for the next frame using this mask. If the

result fails the confidence test, we go back and take a new input from the user.
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3.3.3 Confidence Test, Learning Pool, Keyframe Structure

We define Keyframes as those frames in which the segmentation mask has been

obtained from user input. This represents the ground truth data. For each keyframe

we save the following parameters :

• Size of the segmentation mask in pixels

• Multivariate GMM parameters for foreground and background (Centers, Co-

variances, Weights)

• The amount of acceptable error in the centers of the modes of the GMM

These three parameters are utilized to test the validity of the predicted segmenta-

tion mask. Firstly, we check if the size of the mask has increased or decreased beyond

a certain fractional threshold of the size of the mask in the most recent keyframe.

This test is introduced as a safeguard to maintain the reliability of segmentation

because when the child interacts with the object, brings it closer or moves it away,

the object may suddenly go from occupying the entire frame to just a small no. of

pixels. We implemented to flag 39% variation, but anywhere between 25%-50% can

be chosen depending on the sensitivity of the results required.

SizeCurrentFrame ≤ 0.61 ∗ SizeKeyFrame (or)

SizeCurrentFrame ≥ 1.39 ∗ SizeKeyFrame ;Confidence = False (3.2)
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Secondly, we look to flag under segmentation, mostly during recovery of the en-

tire segment after occlusion. To detect under segmentation we assume that the

background cluster of the current frame moves closer or is similar to the foreground

cluster of the most recent keyframes to account for the presence of the incorrectly

labelled foreground pixels as background. We hypothesize that the background clus-

ter that moves closer to the foreground does so very slightly as it still must account

for the background pixels but the length of the projection of the eigen vectors along

the line joining the centers of this background - foreground cluster pair increases.

DBFiKey = min
j
||BCi,Key − FCj,Key||2

DBFiCurr = min
j
||BCi,Curr − FCj,Curr||2

(3.3)

From the above two distances, the first one being for the keyframe clusters and

the second for the current frame, we can find which background cluster moved closer

to which foreground cluster. After which we calculate the projections of the eigen

vectors of the Background Cluster that moved closest to the Foreground Cluster onto

the line joining the centers of these two clusters, in the keyframe and the current

frame.

PKey =
3∑

k=1

||E.Veck,Key ·CCj,Key|| , PCurr =
3∑

k=1

||E.Veck,Curr ·CCj,Curr|| (3.4)

If this increase is greater than 25% then we can reliably conclude under segmentation.

Lastly, the object may appear differently in different orientations or in different

illumination conditions, for which we compare the GMM for the predicted segment
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against all the Models in the Keyframe. We do this by checking if the average distance

between corresponding centers in the two segments is within the acceptable error for

that GMM, and if so, are the difference in weights of these corresponding centers also

within a certain acceptable threshold. The latter threshold is set manually depending

on the number of modes and the desired sensitivity. The former is obtained using

standard deviation of the RGB channels

Thresh For Avg Dist For Center i = (
3∑

k=1

Stdi,k)/3

where k ∈ (R,G,B the 3 Channels)

(3.5)

If this criteria is not met then we take a new user input and it becomes a keyframe

in the learning pool.

Table 3.1 includes all the parameters that we used in our method along with their

values and explanations.

3.4 Evaluation of semi-automated object segmen-

tation method

We will present the results in two sections. In the first section, we evaluate the results

of the proposed method by calculating dice similarity between the automated object

masks and those provided manually by experts and we measure the performance of

the algorithm in terms of run time, amount of user intervention and accuracy of

the predicted masks. In the second part, we perform a statistical analysis on the
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predicted masks to study the distribution patterns of dominant objects and discuss

and highlight the contribution of the presented computer vision method in cognitive

studies.

3.4.1 Evaluation of method

We apply the proposed method to 15 egocentric videos for automated segmentation of

dominant objects in the child’s view. We consider dominant objects as those objects

that are recognized to be under child’s focus by experts which usually appear larger

and closer to child’s eyes compared to other items available in the view. Infant’s

egocentric videos often consist of single object views as children attempt to reduce

ambiguity of the referents. However, there might be multiple objects sitting on the

table in videos used in this study, therefore if user cannot recognize the object under

the visual focus of attention of a child, the corresponding image for that view is

excluded from the study since we want to investigate the properties of the moments

when the child visually attend to the objects.

Each video is broken into approximately 9500 images of 640*480 px resolution.

We obtain the binary masks for five toy object (bunny, cookie, cup, carrot, car)

in the study in all 15 videos. The objects are of different size (large, medium and

small) and color. The performance of the algorithm in terms of accuracy, run time

and amount of user interaction, for each of these objects is reported in table 3.2.

The run time of the method consists of the time taken for optical flow calculation

and the processing time required by the proposed method. By looking at table 3.2
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we see clearly that over a large number of frames the average total time would easily

outperform the time required in the manual segmentation.

We also observe that the processing time varies directly with the (image size)

area occupied by the object. For example, bunny which is the largest object used

in this study often occupies a large area of the view and thus the segmentation

process is longer for bunny as the calculations are pixel based. We then measure

how frequently the algorithm requires user input. We let the method run for a large

number of frames (300 frames) and count the number of user input requests. It is

important to note that we have set the method to take user input every 50 frames,

so even in case of no errors we would take 6 user inputs. Hence the additional user

inputs required, due to uncertainty in prediction, are 4.4 on average, respectively. In

any case this is a significant reduction in the amount of user involvement as only 3%

of the frames require user input on average. We can also see that the number of user

input for cookie is larger comparing to other objects. This might be partly assigned

to the high changes in shape and size of cookie when it is rotated by child’s hand. We

also evaluate the predicted mask for each object by pixel to pixel comparison of the

automated binary mask and the corresponding manually segmented. We count how

many pixels have been labeled correctly as background and foreground and divide

by the size of image in terms of pixels. We then average the resulting value over all

the images which contains that object.

As with any automated approach to segmentation, user interaction and processing

time is reduced, what is traded off is the accuracy of the automated segmentation

as compared to manual segmentation. To evaluate this we take 30 randomly picked
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frames and have them manually annotated by 5 different people. We calculate the

DICE similarity between automated masks vs. the manually annotated masks and

then the DICE similarity between the manually segmented masks for each of the

frames for each pair of people. The mean and standard deviations of which are

noted in table 3.3. We see that, on average, we lose only 3.21 percent accuracy

as compared to manual segmentation. In our application, under segmentation is

not tolerable but slight over segmentation is.We see that our approach does not

undersegment any worse than manual segmentation would, as can be seen from the

recall values in the two columns. On the other hand, our algorithm consistently, but

not excessively (as we see from the DICE measurements), oversegments the object,

as can be seen from the precision values in the two columns. Thus we see that the

proposed approach significantly reduces time and user interaction with little loss in

accuracy as compared to manual segmentation.

3.4.2 Analysis of the object distribution

We use the binary masks of objects obtained from the automated segmentation

method to investigate how objects are distributed in the childs view at progressive

ages. We would like to how much of the time, the child visually attend to the referent

objects and the location of the referent object in the child’s visual field at progressive

ages. We build heat maps of each object over each video. Since we are interested

to study how the object concentration is changing over time during a video session

that is which locations have been occupied by objects most recently, we give each

pixel of the object a weight Wi and accumulate the results over all the object masks
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obtained from the entire video. We calculate the weights of the pixels for each object

mask based on the frame numbers in which the object appears in the video. The

final output stores the following values for each image pixels:

Pxy,Output =
L∑
i=1

Wi ∗ Pxy,ObjectMask ,Wi = i/L (3.6)

where i is the frame number and L is the total number of frames in video.

By looking at the heat maps, we can see that the object movement in the view

of 6 months old infants is large and does not follow any specific pattern. There is

no specific area of concentration and it changes across the children.However after 9

months, the objects move downward and closer to te child’s eyes. The 12 months

toddlers view seems to be much structured. The objects move in a smaller area

compared to the 6 month old infants. Furthermore, in the visual field of the 12

months old infant the toy objects appears in the bottom of the visual field which is

very close to the child’s eyes. Finally the objects movements in the 15 and 18 months

old infants occur in the bottom of their visual field and remain in that area. This

region seems to be the active region where the child interacts with the object most

of the time. The results seems to be aligned with the psychological hypothesis which

discusses an unfocused view in 6 month old infants and increasing participation of

the child in shaping his/her visual field with age and making an effective view of the

object [15].

This study is still at early stages and more investigation of factors that affect and

shape the child’s visual focus of attention during early growth is required for more
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robust and reliable results. Current results demonstrate a developmental trend in

the childs visual focus with physical and motor development which might support a

controversial psychological hypothesis on existence of a link between physical con-

straint and language delay in children suffering from autism. These hypothesis can

be explored by developing computer vision methods which automate the processing

of voluminous egocentric videos and extract potential patterns in visual attention

and by analysis of features such as an object motions and egomotion (motion gen-

erated by camera) as important sources that impact visual attention. Furthermore,

investigation of saliency maps based on behavioral and top down features which have

come into attention recently may further the understanding of the development of

visual attention during infancy.
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Figure 3.1: Chen et al. [47] uses a multimodal sensing system. The child and the
mother played with a set of toys at a table. Two mini cameras were mounted on
the childs and the parents forehead, respectively to collect visual information from
two first-person views. A third camera mounted on the top of the table recorded the
birds eye view of the whole interaction. They also wore motion sensors to track their
head movements. A headset was used to record the parents speech
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 3.2: (a) Size Variation (b) Entering and Leaving (c) Occlusion (d) Illumination
Variation (e) Orientation Variations
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Initial annotation of the dominant object in child’s view

(a)

Figure 3.4: Flow diagram of the proposed approach
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.5: Need For Refinement (a) Error due to Optical Flow (b)-(c) Occlusion of
object by the child’s hand in successive frames (d) Predicted Mask
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.6: Steps in Segmentation Prediction (a) User Seed (b) First estimate of
next mask using optical flow (c) The Uncertain Region (d) Final mask using Graph
Cut (Bunny moved downwards, legs expanded)
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Parameters Values Description

consecutive flag 50 To Flag 51st input for
user after predicting 50
consecutive frames

No. of Clusters(k) 3 No. of Modes of the
GMM, set manually

Max iterations 30 Max. No of Iterations for
Graph Cut

Beta 0.45 Smoothness Cost Sensi-
tivity

Difference threshold 0.001 Min. reqd fractional
change in pixel assign-
ments to FG and BG in
every Graph Cut Itera-
tion

Ein [2-4] Radius of uncertainty re-
gion around each bound-
ary pixel, into the mask,
proportional to the size
of the mask. %

Eout [3-5] Radius of uncertainty re-
gion around each bound-
ary pixel, outward from
the mask, proportional to
the size of the mask. %

%Acceptable size change 39% Acceptable change in size
of predicted mask be-
tween current frame and
most recent keyframe

%Distance Threshold for Undersegemntation 25%

Table 3.1: Performance Measures (Note : The above values are average over 300
frames)
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Object Total Optical Flow Processing % Area User Input Accuracy
Time(sec) Time(sec) Time(sec) (300 frames)

Bunny 8.7002 8.0035 0.6967 65.00% 11 97.76%
Cup 8.1156 7.6534 0.4622 15.38% 9 98.43%

Carrot 7.9513 7.5180 0.4333 10.44% 9 99.71 %
Car 7.9237 7.6320 0.2917 3.54% 10 99.35%

Cookie 7.9421 7.6145 0.3276 9.00% 13 98.10 %

Table 3.2: Performance Measures (Note : The above values are averaged over 300
frames)

’DICE’ Our Algorithm vs. Manual Manual vs. Manual
Mean 0.9248 0.9569
Std 0.043 0.0167

’Precision & Recall’ Our Algorithm vs. Manual Manual vs. Manual
Precision 0.8746 0.9532

Recall 0.9567 0.9734

Table 3.3: DICE Similarity Coefficient & Precision & Recall Values
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j)

Figure 3.7: Heatmaps of objects for infants at progressive ages (a,b) 6 months old
infants (c,d) 9 months ol infants (e,f) 12 months old infants (g,h) 15 months old
infants(i,j) 18 months old infants
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Chapter 4

Automated motion analysis in

infant-parent interaction using

multiple views

The set of actions that are performed during communication provide children with

significant information about their social partner and objects. However it is unknown

to developmental scientists which actions, movements and motion generate visual

attention in children. Analysis of gestures and motion based on human observations

is a complex task. Particularly in context of child-parent interaction, the motion

is generated by hands of a child as well as the parent.Parents perform gestures to

guide the child’s visual attention toward the objects. In this study, we propose an

automated method for motion analysis during a natural interaction between infants

and parents when they are playing with toy objects in a controlled environment.
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The child-parent interaction is recorded from multiple cameras including two head

cameras on the infant and the parent and two static IP cameras which capture the

scene from third person view and eye bird view (top view). The proposed method

uses multiple views for automated analysis of motion and explores the potential

correlations of motion and visual attention in infants.

In this section we review several relevant works aimed at studying the parent

gestures and visual attention in children. We discuss the challenges of motion anal-

ysis in infant-parent interaction and propose an automated tool for facilitating the

developmental studies on the development visual attention of children on parent’s

gestures. We present the results of the method and its application in analysis of mo-

tion patterns in parent’s gestures and potential correlation of gestures and motion

patterns with object saliency in the child’s view.

4.1 Related work

Motion analysis have been explored for a broad range of applications such as object

tracking, action recognition or gesture analysis. Motion detection aims to find the

regions that are moving in videos for further processing. Often visual features are

extracted from images and tracked in consecutive frames to represent the motion in

videos. The resulting motion representations and motion features are used as input

of machine learning algorithms to perform various task such as recognition of a mov-

ing object or activity. Depending on the characteristics of the camera that records

the video, visual features of the objects, what is the subject of the motion, type of
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activities and changes of illumination in the scene, motion detection and analysis

may become a very complex problem. If the camera is not static the extra motion

that is generated by the movements of camera complicates the problem by frequently

changing the view point. Furthermore, variations in perspective and scale, occlusion

and background clutter, as well as variation in object properties, appearance, style

of movement are the reason why the task remains complicated. In some scenarios,

motion is simple and can be characterized and detected by sampling a few points

and visual features on objects and their boundaries. Optical flow methods have been

used in several research [26, 41, 28]to make use of flow vectors of moving objects

over time. In these approaches the apparent velocity and direction of every pixel in

the frame have to be computed. These methods are effective but time consuming.

Many research have been using trajectories to describe motion in videos. Trajec-

tories are a pathway followed by an object which is moving under a motion and

action. They have been extracting features from objects and computing trajectories

by tracking the features using different trackers such as KLT [21]. Most recent

works have been using dense trajectories and sampling as more reliable approaches

for representing complex motion [38, 17, 19]. Motion analysis have been explored

less in the child-parent interaction. There have been several observational studies

aimed at understanding which gestures generate visual attention [42, 8]. Those

studies have been mostly based on human analysis rather than automated methods.

In [6], the authors performed an optical flow based motion analysis on toddler’s ego-

centric videos, parent’s and third person’s perspective while toddler and parent are

jointly playing with objects. They study the relationship between motion patterns
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generated by social interactions and selective attention and observed an increase of

motion in the third person view at later stages of development. They concluded that

this increase in motion might be related to more social interaction and child’s being

receptive to parent’s action. In [3], they studied hand detection to explore the role

of hand activities in visual attention. Automated unsupervised motion analysis in

infant-parent interaction is very challenging and important in discovering new mo-

tion patterns that may generate attention which has been less investigated in the

literature. Parents may perform the same gesture with different motion magnitude,

direction and style. There are random motions generated from uncontrolled body

movements particularly in younger children which are not engaging the child’s vi-

sual attention with objects. An automated tool for analysis of motion which is not

impacted by prior knowledge about the parent’s gestures or movements is necessary

for furthering the research in understanding what motion could possibly generate

visual attention in children. Such methods will provide opportunities for researchers

to perform automated and objective evaluation of videos and analysis of motions and

explore their correlation with visual attention in infants.

4.2 Challenges of motion analysis in child-parent

interaction

In context of child-parent interaction, analysis of motion becomes complex as there

are so much interactions occurring between child and parent and motion is generated

by both parent’s and infant’s hands. Objects are frequently moving between infants
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and their social partner. Furthermore, in developmental studies, the goal of the

motion is often the objects for which the object names are being learned rather

than the source of motion. Parents perform various goal directed gestures to engage

the infant’s attention and guide her/his eye gaze toward the object. To compute

the motion and movements that generate attention, the first step is to find good

representations of motion that is adequate for describing the videos in terms of

various motion patterns that occur in videos. In child-parent interaction, motion is

associated with hands, objects and humans. An object is often occluded by child’s

hands and the parent is hidden in the infant’s egocentric view when the object is

close to the child’s eyes and covers a large portion of the child’s view. As a results,

important information about motion and gestures are missing from the child’s view.

Furthermore, motion is generated by the parent, the child and their hands. However,

they are often blocked from the child’s egocentric view because the child’s view

frequently changes in perspective and large portion of view may be covered by the

object when it is close to the child’s eyes. To describe the movements, motion

features must be extracted from hands and humans which are often hidden from

the child’s egocentric view. We propose to use third person view and top view

for motion study as the child-parent interaction is observed from a further distance

relative to the cameras and the cameras are fixed. Therefore the motion flows with

smaller magnitude can be estimated by extracting visual features from the scene and

objects. On the other hand, studying the motion from multiple perspectives may

lead to emergence of movement patterns that are not seen in other views.
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4.3 Contribution of the proposed method

We propose an automated tool which exploits multiple perspectives for analysis of

motion and explores the child’s visual attention that is generated by motion. We

propose to use dense trajectories for describing the motion in the videos in this

thesis as dense sampling and dense trajectories have shown significant improvement

in action recognition over sparse sampling. Since in this study we are interested in

large motions which generate attention, we filter out non-important trajectories using

k-means clustering approach based on variance of trajectories in X and Y direction.

The unsupervised clustering method enables us to explore motion at multiple lengths

over a large number of videos without taking into consideration any prior knowledge

about type of the gestures and movements of objects.

4.4 Unsupervised clustering of videos based on

trajectories and motion features

We propose a method for analysis of motion patterns in videos and how they po-

tentially correlate with the objects based on visual saliency in the child’s egocentric

view. The automated framework consists of an hierarchical unsupervised clustering

method which cluster videos into motion groups. The clustering method includes two

main steps. In the first step, dense trajectories are extracted from image sequences

over l number of frames. The resulting trajectories are clustered into various groups.

Clusters are further explored in terms of variance of trajectories, cluster size and
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cluster cohesion. We keep clusters that have trajectories with higher motion, more

cohesion and are of bigger size. The rest of clusters are removed. Using a sliding

window, trajectories from the remaining clusters are collected from videos and are

added to the final set of trajectories. The resulting trajectories from the entire video

using sliding window, are clustered in the second step into various motion groups.

Characteristics of trajectories in each motion group are further explored. Using this

method an image sequence may fall into several clusters depending on its trajectories

and type of motion and movement that is occurring over the image sequences. Figure

4.2 shows the overview of the proposed unsupervised clustering for grouping videos

based on dense trajectories.

For each cluster we compute object based visual saliency in the child’s view

to investigate if any motion or movement correlates with visual saliency. We also

compute how many times parent’s gestures fall into any of the clusters and percentage

of time the gestures have been hit by the child’s eye gaze. The Parent’s gestures and

eye gaze hit ratio have been manually coded by humans. We use the time when a

gesture begins and ends to access the frame numbers in the video for that gesture.

This analysis help us to explore the overlap of parent’s gestures with motion clusters.

In the next section we explain the feature extraction method for describing motion

in videos. Then, we explain the proposed clustering algorithm in details. Finally we

explain the automated computer vision method that have been used for extraction

of salient objects from the child’s egocentric view.
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Figure 4.1: The proposed method for unsupervised clustering of videos based on
dense trajectories

4.4.1 Dense trajectories and local motion descriptors

Local features are a popular way for representing videos and have shown as state of

the art for activity and action classification. Motion features of trajectories have been

used in several recent works and showed impressive results for action recognition [35,

22, 23]. Trajectories are often obtained by the KLT tracker [21] for tracking sparse

interest points. However, dense sampling has shown to improve results over sparse
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interest points for action recognition [39]. In this thesis, we use the method proposed

in [37] for extracting dense trajectories and local motion features which focuses on

foreground motion. Dense sampling and dense trajectories have shown more efficient

compared to feature trajectories in quality as well as quantity of trajectories for

classification and clustering of videos [12, 25].They sample feature points on a grid

spaced by w pixels and track in multiple scales separately. We also use w = 5 and 8

spatial scales spaced by a factor of 1/2.

Figure 4.2: The proposed method in [37], use dense trajectories at multiple scales
and extract local features along trajectories for describing videos

Median filtering is used on a dense optical flow field to track points Pt = (Xt, Yt)

at frame t to frame t + 1 as a robust method particularly for tracking points near

the object’s boundaries.

Pt+1 = (xt+1, yt+1) = (xt, yt) + (M ∗ w)|(x̄t,ȳt) (4.1)

Where M is the median filtering kernel, and (x̄t, ȳt) is the rounded position of

(xt, yt).
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Trajectories for each image sequence of length l are then obtained by concate-

nating the points. Optical flow is computed using Farneback method [10]. To avoid

drifting problem they limit the length of trajectories to l. If no tracked point is found

in W ∗W neighborhood, this feature point is sampled and added to the tracking pro-

cess. They prune the static trajectories in a pre-processing step. We do the same

since we are interested in dynamic trajectories for description of motion in gestures.

The trajectories are described by displacement of points from frame t to frame t+ 1

and normalized by the sum of the magnitudes of the displacement vectors:

ś =
(∆Pt, ...,∆Pt+L−1)

t+L−1∑
j=t

‖∆Pj‖
(4.2)

Which is used as trajectory descriptor.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Dense sample points and trajectories extracted from videos in this thesis
using method proposed in [37]
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They also use local descriptors including HOG, HOF and MBH along the tra-

jectories for action recognition. In our study we remove HOG descriptors as we are

not interested on static appearance information and the focus of study is on the lo-

cal motion. We evaluate our clustering method using various combinations of these

features. The results are better when only dense trajectories are used therefor local

motion features are excluded. We extract trajectories for image sequences of various

lengths including 15, 30, 60 and 90 frames and perform clustering on trajectory vec-

tors of different sizes. The results are better when we use l = 30 as length of image

sequence for computing the trajectories. In next section we discuss the clustering

method. Since the number of trajectories are large in videos we perform a sampling

to reduce the numbers within each image sequence which is explained in the following

section.

4.4.2 Hierarchical unsupervised clustering method

Trajectory clustering has been used in a number of studies to detect unusual move-

ment patterns in clusters that are distant from dominant groups characterized as

high recurrence of similar events [18, 30]. We employ unsupervised clustering meth-

ods to cluster videos into groups of motion patterns that occur during child-parent

interaction and investigate the potential contribution of each cluster in object based

visual saliency and attention. We use a two stage clustering approach which use

k-means clustering to cluster trajectories once within the image sequences and in

the second stage the method is applied to all trajectories extracted from the entire

set of videos. The approach of Wang et al. method [37] that is used for trajectory
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extraction returns a large number of dense trajectories.

In this thesis, we mainly focus on clustering videos based on the dominant motion

that flow in videos. Dense trajectories extracted, may include the trajectories that

describe random motion or non-important movement in videos. For a better de-

scription of large motion that occurs in image sequences, we use a sampling method

combined with k-means clustering. Each set of trajectories extracted from image

sequences are initially clustered into k1 groups. We select trajectories from clusters

based on size of the clusters and variance of trajectories in X and Y direction. We

hypothesize that bigger clusters with larger variance represent the important move-

ments of objects. Particularly in our videos captured from top and third views the

largest motion often is assigned to movement of objects and hand while parent and

child are sitting and their movements are of small magnitude and direction.

For every cluster i there are ni trajectories in that cluster:

τi = (T1, T2, · · · , Tni)

if the average cluster variance in X and Y direction is above the threshold that

is:

V AR(Xi) > T1 and V AR(Yi) > T1

where:

V AR(Xi) =
∑
j∈1···ni

var(Xτ j)

ni

and the same holds for V AR(Yi). Furthermore, we only select clusters i if ni,

which is size of the cluster is bigger than T2. We choose T1 and T2 empirically.
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In the first stage, we apply k-means clustering to overlapping image sequences

of length l and select informative trajectories from them. In the second stage, k-

means is applied to all the trajectories that have been selected from entire videos

to cluster videos into k2 motion groups. The sliding window moves on the videos

with the window stride of size s which is set empirically for collecting the important

trajectories. The properties of the trajectories in resulting clusters are used to further

explore motion patterns grouped by the proposed method. We compute, variance

and magnitude of motion, size of clusters and direction of motion to describe the

average motion in that cluster.

Figure 4.4: Object segmentation in the child’s egocentric view when the parent is
playing with bunny.

We also compute salient objects in the child’s egocentric view using [40] to
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measure object based visual saliency in the child’s view for each cluster. We intend

to explore if any motion cluster correlates with visual saliency in the child’s view.

The method employed for salient object segmentation is explained in next section.

4.4.3 Object based saliency segmentation in child’s egocen-

tric view

To further explore, the child’s visual field and visual experience in terms of object

occurrence and object size, we perform object segmentation in the child’s view. We

intend to extract salient objects to see if a motion cluster, that is a movement type

during child-parent interaction help the child make a better view of objects. We

ideally like to see type of motion that correlates with a larger region in the child’s

visual field where the object is frequently occurring or the location of salient object

is close to the child’s eye gaze. We use the method proposed in [40].

They propose an unsupervised geodesic distance based salient video object seg-

mentation. They consider two discriminative visual features: spatial edges and tem-

poral motion boundaries as indicators of foreground object location. First input

frames are divided into superpixels. For each super pixel, spatial static edges within

the same frame and motion boundary edges estimated from neighboring frames.

Geodesic distance, which is defined as the shortest path between two superpixels on

the image, is then adopted in a intra-frame graph for computing the object prob-

ability of each superpixel.Next an inter-frame graph is constructed for producing
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spatiotemporal saliency maps by computing geodesic distance to estimated back-

ground regions of two adjacent frames.

They generate frame wise spatio-temporal saliency maps using geodesic distance

from these indicators. Building on the observation that foreground areas are sur-

rounded by the regions with high spatiotemporal edge values, geodesic distance

provides an initial estimation for foreground and background. Then, high-quality

saliency results are produced via the geodesic distances to background regions in

the subsequent frames. Through the resulting saliency maps, they build global ap-

pearance models for foreground and background. By imposing motion continuity,

they establish a dynamic location model for each frame. Finally, the spatiotemporal

saliency maps, appearance models and dynamic location models are combined into

an energy minimization framework to attain both spatially and temporally coherent

object segmentation.

Figure 4.5: Overview of the method proposed in [40] for object segmentation.

The result of the object segmentation method in our videos can be seen in the

following figure.
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The results of object segmentation are used to compute heat maps for objects in

the child’s egocentric view. Heat maps are used for displaying areas of the child’s

visual field where the object is frequently occurring. From heat maps we can explore

the concentration of object locations as well as object coverage in the child’s view.

In next chapter, we discuss the results of computer vision methods on videos and

perform an extensive computational analysis on the results to explore the child’s

perception of objects and gestures.

4.5 Results and analysis

We apply the unsupervised clustering approach to 15 videos obtained from child-

parent interaction when infants are playing with bunny or cookie. We perform

clustering separately on top view and third person view. Using a sliding window

all trajectories are collected from 15 videos in third and top view. We use sliding

window of length 15, 30, 60 and 90 frames and compute cohesion and distances of

clusters using euclidean distance. The results for final clusters are slightly better

when window size of 30 frames is used. The cohesion is measured by the within

cluster sum of squares:

WWS =
∑
i

∑
x∈Ci

(
x−mi)

2
(4.3)

To find the best value for number of clusters in k-means clustering we use gap

statistic introduced in [36]. The idea behind their approach is to find a way to
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standardize the comparison of logWk with a null reference distribution of the data.

Gapn(k) = E∗nlogWk − logWk (4.4)

Where wk is a measure of compactness of clustering:

Wk =
k∑

k=1

1

2nk

Dk (4.5)

And Dk is sum of intra-cluster distances between points in a given cluster Ck

containing nk points:

Dk =
∑
xi∈ck

∑
xj∈ck

‖xi − xj‖2 = 2nk

∑
xi∈ck

‖xi − µk‖2

(4.6)

The best estimate for the optimal number of clusters k is the value for which

logWk falls the farthest below this reference curve. The best value for k in this study

is 8 using the gap statistic method. We report the size of clusters and Variance of X

and Y for the trajectories averaged on the entire set of trajectories in that cluster.

We also compute the direction of motion for each cluster and magnitude of motion

in each cluster. To find the average direction and magnitude for the motion in each

cluster we use the center of the clusters to find the motion vector that describe

average motion in that cluster. We compute the summation of displacements over

X and Y direction and take the average.
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Using the following equation direction and magnitude of the resulting motion

vector Vi = (Xi, Yi) for center of each cluster is obtained.

Xi =
∑
j=1..l

δXj (4.7)

Yi =
∑
j=1..l

δYj (4.8)

DirVi = tan−1(Yi/Xi) (4.9)

MagVi =
√
X2

i + Y 2
i

(4.10)

For each cluster we compute the number of times a parent gesture falls in that

cluster. We also compute how many times the infant’s eye gaze hits the gesture. The

gesture data and eye gaze hit ratio for that gesture are extracted from manual coding

of human experts. The code the onset and offset of the time when the gesture is

occurring in videos and if the gesture is hit by eye gaze of the child over those frame

sequence. We can see from the results of clustering in the third view, that parents

gesture fall into several groups. There are two clusters that contain shaking gestures

more than the other clusters. Shaking gesture in the second cluster has higher hit

ratio. Looking at the direction of motion vector that describe this cluster, we can
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see that the direction of movement is toward left side of the view (-80 degree and

north is 0 ). In the first cluster however, direction of motion is upward (-1 degree).

By looking at the heat maps of the object we see in the second cluster the object

frequently appears in the center of the visual field.

We build videos from frames that falls into each cluster and see that in the second

video build over cluster number 2, the parent is performing the gesture in the visual

field of the child and moving the object closer to the child’s eyes. There are two

other clusters that have no over lap with parent gestures which means they belong

to the moments in videos where parent is not performing any gesture. The variance

of motion in these two cluster is higher in Y direction and the motion vectors are

pointing downward. By looking at their heat map we do not see much concentration

of object in a specific point compared to other clusters.

We apply the clustering on the videos that have recorded the scene from top

(eye bird view). We immediately observe clusters that contains parent’s gesture

categorized as deictic as well as shaking. The top view captures the scene from a

different perspective. If the object is moving toward the camera in the third person

view, its movement cannot be assessed by only considering the motion direction

compared to the top view. Such movement in the third view, translate to motion

vectors whose direction is downward in top view and thus more observable. As a

result, considering the type of gesture movement, it may not be seen from a specific

view. We see two clusters that contain shaking and deictic gestures. In the first

cluster, shaking gesture occur 49 percent of the time and 19 percent of the time

when shaking is occurring in this cluster, the gesture is hit by the child’s eye gaze.
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These to numbers for deictic gesture are respectively 28 and 55 percent. In the

second cluster we can see shaking gesture is occurring in 25 percent of the video and

receive 61 percent hit ratio. Deictic gesture in this cluster occurs 2 percent of the

time and 66 percent of the time deictic gesture is performed, it has been hit by the

child’s eye gaze. We generally see a rise in eye gaze hit ratio in the second cluster

compared to first one. The direction of motion vector shows the gesture is taking the

object to the left corner of the child’s visual field and in the second cluster gesture is

being performed toward the child’s eyes. When we look at the videos that are built

from these two clusters we can see the parent is performing the shaking gesture in a

direction which takes the object outside of the visual field of the child and that child

is moving his head to the left side to be able to follow the object movement.

By looking at the heat maps of these two cluster we can see in the first cluster,

the object is occurring frequently in the right side of the view. Indeed, the child

moves his head to left side to follow the object and the object appears on the right

side of his/her visual field. However, in the second heat map, the object is occurring

in the center of the visual field. We also see another cluster that contains 59 percent

shaking gesture and 5 percent deictic gesture. The eye gaze hit ratio is respectively 21

and 79 percent for this cluster. The direction of movement is upward, which means

the gesture is taking the object to the left side of the view and is more in parallel

(-5 degree) to the child’s eyes compared to the first cluster (-44 degree). However,

in this cluster magnitude of motion is smaller compared to the first cluster and the

heat map show the object is still in the visual field of the child.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.6: Salient object segmentation in child’s egocentric view (a) The original
view (b) Intra frame saliency (c) Inter frame saliency (d) Final saliency
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Object segmentation when parent is playing with bunny (a) Parent
picking bunny from basket (b) Parent start playing with bunny (c) Parent is holding
bunny (d) parent is performing looming gesture on bunny and bringing bunny close
to child’s eyes
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: Object heat maps build from object segmentation results in child’s ego-
centric view. a) heat map for the first cluster when shaking receive less eye gaze hit
ratio. b) heat map for second cluster where shaking receive more hit ratio

(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Object heat maps build from object segmentation results in child’s ego-
centric view. These heat maps are for the clusters when parent is not performing
any gesture.
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Chapter 5

Future Works

The current thesis presents computer vision methods for automated analysis of videos

for furthering the research in developmental studies on relationship of visual attention

in infants with objects, gestures and motion. While the aim of this study is to

discuss and propose automated methods for faster and more accurate processing of

videos which may lead to discover unknown patterns in visual attention development

during infancy, applying those methods on more data will improve the evaluations

and analysis of the method and lead to more reliable results.

Motion in child-parent interaction is a complicated problem and as a result, com-

puting motion features that can describe the variance and type of motion patterns

in such videos will improve the results of clustering and lead to better separation

of videos into motion patterns for further studies. Furthermore, in this thesis we

have used k-means clustering and discussed how an automated tool for unsupervised
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clustering of videos enables researchers to explore motion patterns. However, eval-

uation of the method using other clustering methods may improve the accuracy of

the automated tool and yield in better separated motion groups.

We showed that various motion and movements may not be fully seen in one

perspective and changes in the viewing angle of camera may result in emergence of

motion and movements type not observable in previous views. Combining these two

views and applying the clustering method simultaneously to those views may result

in a tool which enables researchers to capture several type of movements and gesture

styles at the same time.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, we discussed the application of computer vision methods in develop-

mental studies. We showed how automated analysis of videos can help with speeding

up the analysis and provides more accurate and reliable results. We explored two

important topics in developmental studies, visual attention on objects and gestures.

We showed automated methods and analysis of videos may help researchers with dis-

covering new patterns in the child’s visual attention, as such methods can estimate

and assess information which is hard or impossible to measure by human coders and

experts.

We proposed a semi-automated method for object segmentation in the child’s

egocentric videos. The proposed method uses domain specific rules to address chal-

lenges specific to egocentric videos such as frequent object occlusion when the child

and parent are interacting with objects. The method dramatically speeds up the
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object annotation process in the child’s egocentric view and maintain a high accu-

racy close to human annotation. We applied the method to find object masks for a

large number of frames and studied the object occurrence in the childs visual field

at progressive ages. We found a developmental trend in childs visual focus of at-

tention with age and movement of active region toward bottom region of the childs

visual field. The purpose of the study is to automate and facilitate the behavioral

and developmental studies by providing automated tools which enables researchers

to measure objects and visual attention.

We also performed a computational study on videos collected from a childs head

camera, third and top person views to explore how various motion types and move-

ment patterns across videos may generate visual attention in infants. We proposed

an automated tool for motion analysis in the videos collected from child-parent inter-

action. While parents perform a specific set of known gestures to generate attention

in children and guide the childs eye gaze toward the desired object, developmental

studies suggest that infants may perceive and recognize those gestures differently

and it is unknown to them which gesture and motion generate attention. The study

in this thesis suggests that processing the videos using computer vision methods and

analyzing motion from machine perspective in pixel level may reveal patterns in the

child’s visual attention that cannot be obtained by human analysis.

Furthermore, the motion generated by various sources in the environment might

not be measurable from the egocentric view or might be partially missing from other

views. We showed that automated analysis of videos from multiple views, will help
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with improvement of motion analysis by adding a new perspective where the move-

ments are observable.
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